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About  Us
1. Our Vision for Cambodia

CDRI’s vision is for a peaceful, prosperous and 
more equitable Cambodia that has made significant 
progress in sustainable socioeconomic development 
and poverty reduction, based on high levels of 
growth and economic diversification, agricultural and 
rural development, the strengthening of democratic 
development and public institutions, improved 
management of natural resources, and social 
development in education, health and gender equity. 

CDRI’s mission, values, operating principles and 
programme structure reflect this vision.

2. Our Mission

As an independent Cambodian development policy 
research institute, CDRI’s mission is to contribute  
to Cambodia’s sustainable development, and the 
wellbeing of its people, through the generation of 
high quality policy-relevant development research, 
knowledge dissemination, and capacity development.

CDRI works to achieve this mission in partnership 
with Cambodian public institutions and civil society, 
and their regional and international development 
partners, with respect for the capacity of the 
Cambodian people and their institutions, for the 
value of local knowledge and experience, and for 
Cambodia’s history and culture.

3. Our Work

CDRI produces independent, objective, high quality, 
policy-relevant development research, and works to 
maximise its relevance, accessibility and usefulness to 
policy makers, influencers and stakeholders, on five 
inter-related themes:

•  Economy, trade and regional cooperation
•  Agriculture and rural development
•  Democratic governance and public sector reform
•  Natural resources and the environment
•  Social development.

These five themes are reflected in CDRI’s research 
management structure. CDRI’s research is multi-
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CDRI staff  on retreat in Sihanoukville, December 2013
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disciplinary. Its Cambodia 2020 Research Strategy 
emphasises crossprogramme collaboration on 
the major cross-cutting issues of sustainability, 
inclusiveness, poverty reduction, governance and 
institutional arrangements, gender equity, and conflict 
prevention and resolution.

4. Our Guiding Values and Operating 
Principles

The value of policy research: CDRI’s core guiding 
value is that objective high quality policy-relevant 
research has a central role to play in good policy 
making for Cambodia’s sustainable development, 
and in the implementation of effective national 
development strategies and programmes.

Independence: CDRI’s governing body is an 
independent Board of Directors comprising people 
of Cambodian and international backgrounds acting 
in their individual capacities. CDRI management 
is responsible and accountable to its Board on 
all strategic, management and financial matters. 
Decisions about CDRI’s research strategy, policy and 
programmes are made by its Board and management 
in consultation with staff, partners and clients.

Political neutrality: CDRI is politically neutral and 
not aligned with any political party.

Good governance: CDRI’s Board, management 
and staff work together in an environment that 
respects the key principles of good organisational 
governance – compliance with the law; transparency 
and accountability; honesty, integrity and mutual 
respect; productivity and recognition of achievement; 
a safe and harmonious working environment; and 
continuous improvement. 

Research ethics: CDRI’s research is designed, 
implemented and disseminated within an ethical 
framework that emphasises consultation and 
participation, transparency, informed consent, data 
confidentiality, local ownership and participation, 
respect for privacy and the wellbeing of the 
vulnerable, accessibility of research knowledge and 
respect for intellectual property, a commitment to 
the strengthening of local capacity and sensitivity to 
local culture. 

Capacity development: CDRI has a deep 
commitment to capacity development, which is defined 
by the OECD as "the process by which individuals, 
groups and organisations, institutions and countries 
develop, enhance and organise their systems, resources 
and knowledge; all reflected in their abilities, individually 
and collectively, to perform functions, solve problems 
and achieve objectives." For CDRI, in its Cambodian 
context, this means an emphasis on building the 
skills and professional qualifications of its Cambodian 
researchers, team leaders and managers through 
institutional support, internal and external training 
and professional development, and opportunities for 
postgraduate education linked to CDRI’s research 
priorities, and on ensuring that our organisational 
structure and systems support this objective.

Partnership: CDRI undertakes its programmes and 
projects in partnership with Cambodian government 
agencies and their international development partners, 
other research and tertiary education institutions – 
national, regional and international, the private sector 
and civil society. CDRI seeks to build partnerships 
that are committed to:

Development of the abilities of the Cambodian • 
people, their government and institutions; 
Understanding of and respect for the local • 
circumstances that determine sustainable 
development outcomes – political, institutional, 
economic, social, cultural and historical; 
Ownership and control of development • 
programmes and results by Cambodians and 
their institutions; 
Long-term support for the sustainable growth of • 
CDRI and the development of the professional 
qualifications, skills and expertise of its staff.

5. Our Organisation

Located in the Phnom Penh suburb of Tuol Kork, CDRI 
has 83 staff including management, professional and 
technical staff, operations and support staff, of whom 
79 are Cambodian. Many of our staff, having gained 
experience and expertise at CDRI, go on to contribute 
to other Cambodian and international organisations 
involved in their country’s development.
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១. ចក្ខុវិស័យ វបសអ អំពី����សកម្ពុ�

 វិទ	���នបណ្ណុះប�្ខល និង �	វ�	វ!ើម	្បីអភិវឌ	្ឍន ៍
កម្ពុ- (វបសអ) 1	2ឲ	្យ�	5	ស កម្ពុ-�ន�	កប6យ 
សន្ត8ិព វឌ	្ឍន8ព និងសមធម៌ដ៏�	>ើរ ឆ្លងAម�ររីកចD	ើន 
E៉ង G	ើន H	លសD	ច�នIើយ ក្នុង �រ  អភិវឌ	្ឍ   >	ដ្ឋ កិច្ច -   
សង្គម កិច្ច   �	កប 6យ ចីរ8ព និង �រ�ត់ បន្ថយ    8ព  R	ីR	 
S	មTំង Aម�រU្វើពិពិធកម្ម >	ដ្ឋកិច្ច �រ រីក   លូតYស់ 
កZ	ិត ខ្ពស់ �រ អភិវឌ	្ឍ ជនបទ �រ អភិវឌ	្ឍ  កសិកម្ម �រព]	ឹង 
��ប័ន  �`រណៈ �រ រីក រឹងបុឹងរបប   �	-ធិបd	យ	្យ �រ   
e	ប់ e	ង ធន`ន ធម្ម-តិ  E៉ងល្អ Iើយនិង �រអភិវឌ	្ឍ សង្គម 
gើh្ន	កអប់រំ សុខ8ព និង សមធម៌ jង  k	នឌ័រ។
 ចក្ខុវិស័យn	ះ oនឆ្លុះបpqំងrក្នុងកម្មវិធី sល�រណ៍ 
អនុវត្ត គុណតu្ល	 និងv	សកកម្ម  វបសអ។

២. ��សកកម្ម វបសអ

 ក្នុងលក្ខណៈ- វិទ	���នកម្ពុ-ឯកxជ	្យh្ន	ក�	វ�	វពី 
sល នy�យអភិវឌ	្ឍន៍ វបសអ oនv	សកកម្មរួមចំ{	ក 
ដល់ � រអភិវឌ	្ឍ�	5	ស�	កប6យចីរ8ព និងgើក កម្ពស់ 
សុខុoល 8ព �	-ពលរដ្ឋកម្ពុ- Aមរយៈ�រ �	វ �	វ  oន 
គុណ8ពខ្ពស់ ពី sលនy�យអភិវឌ	្ឍន៍ �រ ផ	្សព្វផ	~យ  
ចំ�	ះដឹង និង�រក�ងសមត្ថ8ព។
 វបសអ �	ឹង�	ងបំ�	ញv	សកកម្មn	ះ 6យU្វើ�រ
-�	គូ-មួយ��ប័ន�`រណៈ និងសង្គមសុីវិលកម្ពុ- 
��ប័ន អភិវឌ	្ឍន៍ក្នុងតំបន់និងពិភព�ក និង6យsរពដល់ 
សមត្ថ8ព របស់�	-ពលរដ្ឋនិង��ប័នកម្ពុ- ចំ�	ះដឹង 
និង បទពិ�ធន៍ក្នុង�	ុក S	មTំងវប	្បធម៌ និង�	វត្តិ��្ត	 
�	5	ស កម្ពុ-។

៣. សកម្ម�ព វបសអ

 វបសអ �	ឹង�	ងU្វើ�រ�	វ�	វ�	កប6យឯកxជ	្យ  
គុណ8ពខ្ពស់ និង-ប់Tក់ទងល្អដល់sលនy�យ 
អភិវឌ	្ឍន៍ !ើម	្បីជួយឲ	្យអ្នកក�ងsលនy�យ អ្នក oន 
ឥទ្ធិពល និងអ្នក�ក់ព័ន្ធ �ចយកលទ្ធផលមក�	ើ1	ស់�ន 
G	ើន -អតិបរo ក្នុងវិស័យ-ប់Tក់ទិន�ចំនួន ៥ គឺ៖

១. >	ដ្ឋកិច្ច �ណិជ្ជកម្ម និងសហ�	តិបត្តិ�រក្នុងតំបន់
២. កសិកម្ម និងអភិវឌ	្ឍន៍ជនបទ
៣. អភិ�លកិច្ចAម�	ប�	-ធិបd	យ	្យ និងកំ{	 ទZ	ង់ 

វិស័យ �`រណៈ

៤. ធន`នធម្ម-តិ និងបរិ��ន
៥. អភិវឌ	្ឍន៍សង្គម

 វិស័យTំង ៥ n	ះ  វបសអ �ន�ក់បញ្ចូលrក្នុង រច� 
សម្ព័ន្ធ e	ប់e	ង�រ�	វ�	វរបស់ខ្លួន H	លoន លក្ខណៈ 
ពហុវិស័យ។ យុទ្ធ��្ត	�	វ�	វ�	5	សកម្ពុ-�ំ២០២០ 
របស់ វបសអ �នgើកកម្ពស់កិច្ចសហ�ររ�ងកម្មវិធី �� 
r វិទ	���ន gើបp�ចម	្បងៗH	ល-ប់Tក់ទិននឹងG	ើន 
វិស័យ ដូច- �រព]	ឹងចីរ8ព �រ�ត់បន្ថយ8ពR	ីR	 �រ 
¡ៀប ចំ  ��ប័ននិងអភិ�លកិច្ច សមធម៌k	នឌ័រ និង �រ 6ះ 
�	យ និងប£្ករទំ�ស់។

៤. �ល�រណ៍អនុវត្ត និងគុណត*្ល� វបសអ

 គុណតu្ល	¥	�រ�	វ�	វjងsលនy�យ៖ គុណ 
តu្ល	 ចម	្បង របស់ វបសអ គឺ�រ�	វ�	វ sល នy�យ 
�	កប  6យ  គុណ8ព H	ល oន  តួ�ទីស្នូលក្នុង�រសD	ច 
ចិត្ត   ដ៏ �	>ើរ ស¦	ប់�រអភិវឌ	្ឍ�	5	សកម្ពុ-�	កប 6យ 
ចីរ8ព និង  �រ  អនុវត្ត  យុទ្ធ��្ត	អភិវឌ	្ឍន៍-តិ និងកម្មវិធី�� 
E៉ង   សក្តិសិទ្ធិ។
 ឯកxជ	្យ៖ 2ក់ដឹក�ំកំពូល¥	 វបសអ គឺ- R	មុ �	កឹ	~ ភិ �ល   
ឯកxជ	្យ H	លoនសoជិក-ជន កម្ពុ- និង បរ5	ស និងU្វើ 
សកម្ម8ពក្នុង§នៈ-បុគ្គល ឯកxជ	្យ។ 2ក់ e	ប់ e	ង   របស់ 
វិទ	���ន oនទំនួលខុស¨	©វ និង គណ n	យ	្យ 8ព    ចំªះ  R	ុម  
�	ឹក	~ភិ�ល gើxល់បp�jង យុទ្ធ��្ត	e	ប់ e	ង និង 
ហិរញ្ញវត្ថុ។ >	ចក្តីសD	ចgើ  យុទ្ធ��្ត	�	វ�	វ sល 
នy�យ និងកម្មវិធីរបស់ វបសអ 	̈©វU្វើ ¬ើង   6យR	ុម 
�	ឹក	~ភិ�ល និង2ក់e	ប់e	ង 6យ oន  �រ ពិ	ះ yបល់  
- មួយបុគ្គលិក �	គូសហ�រ និង អតិថិជន។
 អព	�R	ឹត8ពjងនy�យ៖ វបសអ oន អព	�R	ឹត     
8ព  �	ញ g	ញjងនy�យ 6យមិន�ំ¯	ដល់ 
គណបក	្ស   នy�យ �មួយ¬ើយ។
 អភិ�លកិច្ចល្អ៖ R	ុម�	ឹក	~ភិ�ល 2ក់e	ប់e	ង និង 
បុគ្គលិក¥	 វបសអ U្វើ�ររួម� 6យ sរពAមsល�រណ៍
សំjន់ៗ¥	អភិ�លកិច្ចល្អ ªលគឺ �	ប ច	°ប់ oនតo±8ព 
oនគណn	យ	្យ8ព សុចរិត �²តស្អំ sរព�³វិញ³មក 
ទទួល�´ល់ លទ្ធផលនិង��	� oនបរិE�ស�រ£រ 
ស្និទ្ធ�លរលូនល្អ និងoន�ររីកចD	ើន -បន្តប�µប់។
 សីលធម៌�	វ�	វ៖ វបសអ រច�¡ៀបចំ អនុវត្ត និង 
ផ	្សព្វផ	~យ   �រ�	វ�	វ �	បAមសីលធម៌H	លgើកកម្ពស់ 
�រ  ព ិ	ះ yបល់ តo±8ព �រយល់�	ប6យ oន   

ព័ត៌មានពី វបសអព
័ត

៌ម
ាន
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ព័ត៌oន e	ប់¶	ន់ �ររក	~�រសo·ត់gើទិន្នន័យ 8ព - oqស់ 
និង�រ ចូលរួមrមូល�¸ន  �រ sរព សិទ្ធិ និង សុខុoល 8ព 
ជន£យ រង	ះ លទ្ធ8ព�ន�	ើ1	ស់លទ្ធផល �	វ �	វ 
�រ sរព កម្មសិទ្ធិបp្ញ �រព]	ឹងសមត្ថ8ពមូល�¸ន និង 
តu្ល	 វប	្បធម៌ មូល�¸ន។
 �រអភិវឌ	្ឍសមត្ថ8ព៖ វបសអ oន�រv្ត	-ºចិត្តខ្ពស់ក្នុង 
�រ អភិវឌ	្ឍ  សមត្ថ8ពH	ល អង្គ�រ សហ�	តិបត្តិ�រ >	ដ្ឋកិច្ច  
និងអភិវឌ	្ឍន៍ �នកំណតន់ិយមន័យ2- "ដំ�ើរ  �រ  
H	លបុគ្គល R	ុមអង្គ�រ ��ប័ន និង �	5	ស   �� U្វើ�រ 
អភិវឌ	្ឍ gើកកម្ពស់ និង ¡ៀបចំ នូវ  �	ព័ន្ធធន`ន និង ចំ�	ះ 
ដឹងរបស់ខ្លួន  !ើម	្បី ជួយឲ	្យ បុគ្គល និង សមូហ8ព oន 
លទ្ធ8ពអនុវត្ត មុខ£រ 6ះ�	យ បp� និងសD	ច sល  
បំណងរបស់ខ្លួន"។ ស¦	ប់ វបសអ ចំណុចn	ះ សំ½ ដល់ 
�រgើកកម្ពស់�រក�ងជំ�ញ និង គុណ  សម	្បត្តិ jង វិ-¾  
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es

sa
ge Message from the 

Executive Director

I am pleased to introduce CDRI’s 2013-14 Annual 
Report reflecting another year of strong research 
output, stable human resources, and a healthy financial 
position. However CDRI continues to work hard to 
achieve more long term programme-based resource 
partnerships, to move beyond its current dependency 
on short to medium term project opportunities, to 
build sustainability. Over the past year CDRI has again 
benefited from the strong ongoing support provided 
by the Swedish International Development Agency 
(Sida) for both key elements of CDRI’s research 
programme and operations. Sida remains a unique and 
invaluable partner in longer term institution building 
for CDRI.

The 2013 Cambodia Outlook Conference, an 
ongoing partnership of CDRI and ANZ Royal, on the 
theme Securing Cambodia’s Future – Food, Energy 
and Natural Resources, was held in Phnom Penh 
on 20 February, with the keynote opening address 
again delivered by Prime Minister Hun Sen. A series 
of Cambodia Outlook Briefs, in Khmer and English, 
capturing the major issues and policy priorities from 
the conference, were produced and widely circulated. 
In October the second Development Research 

Forum Symposium in the current three-year DRF 
programme for younger and emerging Cambodian 
researchers, was held on the theme Cambodia 
Tomorrow: Development Research Priorities for 
a Middle-Income Country, with the support of the 
International Development Research Centre (IDRC) 
of Canada. IDRC also generously supports a major 
three-year CDRI collaborative research programme 
on climate change and water resource management.

CDRI undertook a range of policy relevant research 
on major development issues for Cambodia including 
growth and inclusion at both the national and 
subregional levels; urban governance and sectoral 
decentralisation; reforms in the health and education 
systems, with special attention to the dynamics 
between labour market needs and tertiary education, 
as well as vocational training and skills development; 
child labour; agricultural development; and climate 
change, water governance and food security. In 
September CDRI launched a major new research 
publication, Cambodia’s Development Dynamics: Past 
Performance and Emerging Priorities, the first in a 
new series of broader thematic development studies, 
conceived at a meeting of CDRI’s Board in 2012. 

Larry Strange, executive director
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CDRI’s Board endorsed the appointment of several 
new Board members that will further strengthen 
the Board as CDRI moves towards a carefully 
managed leadership transition – Dr Chhem 
Rethy, Director of the Division of Human Health, 
Department of Nuclear Sciences and Applications, 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA); Dr 
Suthad Setboonsarng, President of the NawaChiOne 
Foundation of Thailand and a former Thai trade 
representative and senior ASEAN official; Ms Sandra 
D’Amico, Managing Director of HR Inc Cambodia 
and Vice-President of the Cambodian Federation 
of Employers and Business Associations; and Ms 
Eva Mysliwiec, Chair of the Board of Youth Star 
Cambodia and CDRI’s founding director.

Unfortunately 2013 was also a year of some sadness 
for the CDRI family. In late June, CDRI learnt of the 
death from cancer of one of its highly valued Board 
members, Dato’ Dr Mahani Zainal Abidin, Chief 
Executive of ISIS Malaysia. A distinguished economist, 
policy influencer and active participant in ASEAN 
and regional affairs, her passing is a great loss. In 
October our colleague Dr Pem Catalla, CDRI’s 
Research Adviser, passed away suddenly from a heart 
condition. A tribute to her, acknowledging her great 
contribution to CDRI and the broader Cambodian 
research community, was presented at the opening 

M
essageof the 2013 DRF Symposium and published in CDRI’s 

quarterly Cambodia Development Review. She is 
greatly missed.

In December CDRI held its 2013 retreat in 
Sihanoukville on the south coast of Cambodia. 
The retreat included a review of achievements in 
2013 and lessons learned, planning priorities and 
organisational issues for 2014 and beyond.  The Chair 
of CDRI’s Board of Directors, H.E. Dr Sok Siphana, 
joined the retreat for a discussion of the implications 
of Cambodia’s changing reform and development 
policy environment for CDRI’s work, and institutional 
priorities for the management of planned leadership 
change for CDRI in 2014.

As I complete my 10th year as Executive Director 
of CDRI, I would like to sincerely thank all CDRI 
management and staff for their contribution and 
commitment to CDRI during 2013, along with the 
Chair of CDRI’s Board of Directors, H.E. Dr Sok 
Siphana, and other Board members, for their strong 
support and valuable guidance.

Larry Strange
Executive Director CDRI
February 2014

CDRI full Board of Directors meeting, February 2013
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Research: CDRI’s research programme has 
continued to focus on four themes: (i) growth 
and inclusion at national and regional levels, (ii) 
urban governance and sectoral decentralisation, 
(iii) reforms in health and education, with special 
attention to the dynamics between labour market 
needs and tertiary education, vocational training and 
skills development, and (iv) agricultural development, 
climate change and food security. Five new projects 
are in the pipeline due to new research proposals 
and negotiations with prospective funding partners. 
CDRI also submitted research-based analysis and 
recommendations during the consultation process 
for Cambodia’s National Strategic Development 
Plan (NSDP) 2014-18.

Finance: CDRI achieved a modest operating 
surplus with its endowment reserve maintained. 
However, CDRI must remain vigilant to ensure 
that key elements of the Resource Mobilisation 
Policy are implemented, projects are completed 
on time and on budget and associated costs are 
accurately reflected in funding submissions, and 
opportunities to achieve a better balance of 
project and programme funding are secured. 

CDRI-Sida Partnership and Annual Review 
2013: The annual partnership review meeting 
between CDRI and the Swedish International 
Development Agency (Sida), CDRI’s long-term 
resource partner, was held in May. CDRI reported 
on progress in the priority areas of research 
supported by Sida – democratic governance and 
public sector reform; inclusive growth, poverty 
analysis, agriculture and rural livelihoods for 
inclusive growth; climate change adaptation and 
livelihoods; and human resource development 

with a focus on technical and vocational education 
and training – and on achievements in its operations 
management, also supported by Sida. An independent 
mid-term review of Sida’s support for 2011-15 was 
held in early 2014. 

In June CDRI also had discussions with the Swiss 
Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) 
on a deeper partnership. Along with the initial seed 
support the SDC has already provided to CDRI for 
2013, CDRI was commissioned under a separate 
contract to prepare a Cambodia Context Monitoring 
Report and ASEAN-CLV Context Update. 

CDRI 2011-15 Strategic Plan Mid-Term 
Review: The mid-term review of CDRI’s 2011-15 
Strategic Plan has been conducted involving senior 
and middle management and senior researchers. The 
review was designed to assess major achievements 
against current performance indicators, identify areas 
of weakness or under-achievement that need to be a 
focus for the remainder of 2011-15, update goals and 

Major Achievements
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H.E. Dr Sok Siphana, 
Chair of CDRI Board of Directors, 
presenting his welcoming remarks 

at the 2013 Cambodia Oulook Conference 
presided by 

Prime Minister Hun Sen, Phnom Penh, 
February 2013

Annual partnership review meeting between CDRI and Sida, May 2013 
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performance indicators to reflect new 
or changed circumstances/priorities 
since the plan was developed, and 
revise the performance indicators 
for the remainder of the plan to 
ensure they are more measurable. 
An amended version of the plan and 
associated matrix of outcomes for 
priority action has been updated.

2014 Cambodia Outlook 
Conference: The eighth annual 
Cambodia Outlook Conference, a 
partnership of CDRI and ANZ Royal, 
on the theme Cambodia: The Next Five 
Years – Reform and Competitiveness in an Integrated 
Region, was held in Phnom Penh on 27 February. 
The opening keynote address to more than 300 
participants was again presented by Cambodia’s 
Prime Minister Hun Sen. The 2014 Cambodia 
Outlook Conference included session sub-themes 
on: Cambodia The Next Five Years – An Agenda for 
Reform and Competitiveness; Skilling Cambodia: 
Human Resource Development and Education for 
a Competitive and Creative Cambodia; ASEAN 
Economic Community (AEC) 2015 and Regional 
Integration: What does it really mean for Cambodia?; 
and The Way Forward: Key Messages for Reform and 
Action. The programme, presentations and conference 
materials, and the 2014 Cambodia Outlook Briefs, 
published in Khmer and English, capturing the arising 
major issues and policy priorities are available on 
CDRI’s website. 

ReBUILD: Research for Building Pro-poor Health 
Systems during Recovery from Conflict, a research 
partnership between CDRI and the Liverpool 
School of Tropical Medicine is in good progress. The 
purpose of ReBUILD in Cambodia is to generate 
new knowledge to inform the development and 
implementation of pro-poor health systems in 

countries recovering from political and social 
conflict.

Combating Child Labour in Cambodia: This 
project aims to support a reduction in child labour 
in agriculture, fishing and fisheries/aquaculture, 
domestic service and in other sectors by increasing 
children’s access to quality education and training 
opportunities, promoting sustainable livelihoods for 
their households, and increasing beneficiaries’ access 
to national social protection programmes that help 
households overcome dependence on child labour. 
 
Climate Change Adaptation and Livelihoods 
in Inclusive Growth: A Review of Climate 
Change Impacts and Adaptive Capacity in 
Cambodia: With Sida support, the project  assesses 
climate change impacts and adaptive capacity and 
the implications for agriculture, natural resources 
and rural livelihoods, particularly in the Tonle Sap 
area. The study has identified climate change-related 
issues for priority research and developed these 
into three research projects to be implemented in 
2013-15. The study findings have been published in a 
working paper.

Gender and Water Governance: Irrigation 
Management and Development in the 
Context of Climate Change: A component  
of the Climate Change Adaptation and 
Livelihoods project, this study analyses women’s 
roles in irrigation management, in particular their 
participation in farmer water-user communities. 
It also examines the impacts of climate change 
on agriculture with a focus on the different 
challenges women farmers face. The findings have 
been presented to the public and stakeholders 
at national and provincial workshops in Phnom 
Penh, Kratie and Kampong Thom.

Climate Change and Water Governance: 
Funded by the International Development 
Research Centre (IDRC) of Canada, the project 

Achievem
entsReBUILD project recommends the financial and non-financial incentives needed  

to retain qualified health workers in rural and remote areas, Sampov Lun district, 
Battambang province, October 2013

CDRI 2011-15 Strategic Plan Mid-Term Review by management 
and senior researchers, June 2013
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aims to understand the implications of hydrological 
and ecosystem changes caused by climate change 
and human activities for livelihoods in the Tonle Sap 
Basin. The project team is currently reviewing the 
vulnerability assessment approaches that previous 
studies have used in Cambodia and in the region. 
The results of that review will inform the choice of 
methodology used to assess community-level climate 
change vulnerability and adaptive capacity in the study 
areas. To understand local perceptions of the impacts 
of climate change on local livelihoods including the 
level of vulnerability and adaptive capacity, commune 
and provincial workshops have been conducted in 
Kompong Chhnang, Pursat and Kompong Thom. The 
results of these workshops are presented in the 
Annual Development Review 2013-14. 

Practical Approach to Supporting LIC/LMICs’ 
Competitiveness in a Carbon Constrained 
World: WIth ASEAN political and economic 
integration looming, this study attempts to identify 
the main policy directions for Cambodia’s business 
and trade competitiveness. It recommends that the 

government pay more attention to environmental 
management, energy efficiency, energy source 
diversification, and standards for the safety and 
quality of consumer goods and services, along 
with associated regulatory frameworks. Further 
research is required, especially in the tourism, 
manufacturing, agriculture and services sectors, to 
identify Cambodia’s value chain opportunities and 
competitive advantages over other countries in the 
region in terms of low-carbon development.

Development Research Forum (DRF) Phase 
II 2012-15: Phase II of the DRF, with the support 
of the International Development Research Centre 
(IDRC) of Canada and coordinated by CDRI, is 
going well. The DRF is a research and knowledge 
sharing partnership of CDRI, Cambodian Economic 
Association (CEA), Learning Institute (LI), National 
Institute of Public Health (NIPH), Royal University of 
Agriculture (RUA), Royal University of Phnom Penh 
(RUPP) and the Supreme National Economic Council 
(SNEC).

The partnership successfully organised the 6th annual 
DRF Symposium on the theme Cambodia Tomorrow: 
Development Research Priorities for a Middle-Income 
Country that was held in Phnom Penh on 16-17 
October 2013. The forum brought together about 
250 Cambodian researchers to discuss the insights 
generated by the six Research Interest Groups on the 
themes (1) growth and inclusiveness, (2) governance 
of natural resources, (3) social policy – education, (4) 
social policy – health, (5) agricultural development, and 
(6) Cambodia and its region. The challenges that most 
middle-income countries are now facing create the 
unique synergy that links these six research themes. 
As a result, the synergy has drawn useful lessons 
from the experiences of other ASEAN economies 
to identify regional and national policy research 

priorities that can inform debate and 
policy development in various sectors 
and subsectors to help Cambodia avoid 
the middle-income trap. The paper will 
be published as a Symposium Brief in 
March 2014. 

Greater Mekong Subregion 
Development Analysis Network 
(GMS-DAN): GMS-DAN9 2011-14, 
with support from the Rockefeller 
Foundation and IDRC and coordinated 
by CDRI, is a three-year programme 
covering two related research studies. 
Stage I, from March 2012 to February 
2013, assesses inclusive development 
in the GMS. Stage II, from July 2013 
to June 2014, centres on the national 

The income that a working child can earn is often critical to a poor family’s  
survival, but the failure to provide child workers an education compromises  

the next generation’s ability to meet its own needs, Sampov Lun district,  
Battambang province, September 2013

With the new ASEAN Economic Community around the corner, scaling up  
agricultural production is one way to stay competitive, a rice mill in Battambang 

province, January 2013
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policies and institutional changes required to 
achieve inclusive development in health and 
education in the GMS. A technical workshop 
in Vientiane on 15-16 August confirmed the 
methodology for the project on inclusive growth 
and regional integration. A draft concept note on 
labour markets, mobility and employment in the 
GMS was also discussed with IDRC for further 
development into a full proposal for another 
three years of support for 2014-16, with Myanmar 
Development Research Institute – Centre for 
Economic and Social Development (MDRI-CESD) 
also involved.

Governance, Decentralisation and 
Deconcentration: Three roundtable workshops 
organised as part of the Political Settlement 
project engaged various stakeholders including 
local NGOs, international NGOs and development 
partners. International publications include From 
Friction to Hybridity in Cambodia – 20 Years of 
Unfinished Peacebuilding; The ‘Local Turn’ Saving Liberal 
Peacebuilding? Unpacking virtual peace in Cambodia; 
and NGOs and the Illusion of a Cambodian Civil Society. 
The first two have been published in international 
journals and the latter in an edited monograph.  
A research associate from the Governance team 

presented the results of study on Subnational Civil 
Society in Cambodia: A Gramscian Perspective at 
the Southeast Asian Studies Symposium at Oxford 
University on 9-10 March. 

CDRI Gender Guidelines: Reflecting 
commitments in CDRI’s Cambodia 2020 Research 
Strategy and institutional human resource policy, 
the Gender Guidelines emphasise the integration of 
gender perspectives as a crosscutting priority issue 
in CDRI’s research activities and in its institutional 
arrangements. 
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�ក់ព័ន្ធ  នឹង  �រ�	វ�	វ ¨	©វoនចុះក្នុង សំ�ើ   សុំ មូលនិធិ  
និង¨	©វ
បយ់កឲ	្យ�ននូវ ឱ�ស  Tំង  àយ !ើម	្បី ឲ	្យ   oន   
តុល	្យ8ព �ន់ã	�	>ើរ  រ�ង មូលនិធិស¦	ប់កម្មវិធី 

Flooding, whether caused by the overflowing Mekong or heavy rains, disrupts 
daily village life, Kratie province, May 2013

Achievem
ents

ßះoនទឹកសំបូរក្តី អភិ�លកិច្ចទឹក-កAÖសំjន់បំផុត  
!ើម	្បីឲ	្យដីoនផលិត8ព និងផ្តល់ផល�ន5ៀងTត់

Even where water is ample, good water governance is the most important 
factor in sustaining productive rainfed land for reliable yields,  

Kompong Thom province, May 2013
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�	វ�	វ នឹងមូល  និធិ ស¦	ប់ គÃ	ង �	វ�	វ។
�របូកសរុបពី8ព-�	គូរ�ង CDRI និង Sida និង  

�រ  �យតu្ល	�	
ំ�ំ២០១៣៖ កិច្ច�	ជុំបូកសរុប�	
ំ�ំ 
gើ កិច្ចសហ�រ-�	គូរ�ង CDRI និង ទី8ក់£រ 
សហ�	តិបត្តិ�រ អភិវឌ	្ឍន៍អន្តរ-តិ ស៊ុយé	ត (Sida) 
H	ល-�	គូផ្តល់ធន`នរយៈ�	លê	ងរបស់ CDRI �ន  
U្វើ ¬ើង�លពីÏ	ឧស8 កន្លង³។ CDRI �ន 
xយ �រណ៍ ពីលទ្ធផលëឿនgឿន³មុខ ក្នុងវិស័យ 

�	វ�	វ -�ទិ8ព��H	ល¯	¯	ង់6យ Sida រួមoន 
(១) អភិ�លកិច្ចAម�	ប�	-ធិបd	យ	្យ និងកំ{	 ទZ	ង់ 
វិស័យ�`រណៈ, (២) កំ�ើនស¦	ប់e	ប់� �រ 
វិ8គ ព8ីពR	ីR	 កសិកម្ម និងជីវ8ពrជនបទ, (៣)
�រ បន	~ំុនឹង�រ�	�	Ûល��ស`តុ និងជីវ8ពរស់r 
និង (៤) �រអភិវឌ	្ឍធន`នមនុស	្ស6យÕÖតgើ �រ  
អប់រំ និងបណ្ណុះប�្ខលវិ-¾ជីវៈ។ CDRI ក៏�នxយ �រណ៍ 
ពី សមិទ្ធផល�� ក្នុង�រe	ប់e	ង�	តិបត្តិ�រ របស់ខ្លួន 
H	ល ទទួល�នជំនួយ¯	¯	ង់ពី Sida H	រ។ �រ ̈ 	Ûតពិនិត	្យ 
ឯកxជ	្យ�ក់ក�្ខល�ណត្តិ gើជំនួយ ̄ 	¯	ង់ របស់ 
Sida ស¦	ប់�ំ២០១១-១៥ �នអនុវត្ត¬ើង r!ើម 
�ំ២០១៤។

rÏ	មិថុ� CDRI �នU្វើ�រពិ8ក	~-មួយ ទី 
8ក់£រ  ស្វីសស¦	ប់កិច្ចសហ�	តិបត្តិ�រ និងអភិវឌ	្ឍន៍ 
(SDC) gើ�រក�ង8ព-�	គូE៉ងជិតស្និទ្ធមួយ។ - 
មួយ នឹងជំនួយ¯	¯	ង់ដំបូងH	ល SDC �នផ្តល់ឲ	្យ CDRI 
ស¦	ប់ �ំ២០១៣ វិទ	���នក៏�នចុះកិច្ចសន	��ច់ 
6យí	កមួយ-មួយ SDC gើ�រក�ងរ�យ�រណ៍ 
ពិនិត	្យ Aម�នបរិបទ�	5	សកម្ពុ- និង�រU្វើបច្ចុប	្បន្ន8ព 
��ន�រណ៍ទូ³rកម្ពុ- àវ និងîៀត�ម។

�របូកសរុប�ក់ក�្ខល�ណត្តិ gើh	ន�រ 
យុទ្ធ��្ត	 �ំ២០១១-១៥ របស់ CDRI៖ �របូក សរុប 
n	ះ �នអនុវត្ត¬ើង 6យoន�រចូលរួមអំពី គណៈ 
e	ប់e	ង  -ន់ខ្ពស់ អ្នកe	ប់e	ង2ក់ក�្ខល និង អ្នក 

sលនy�យតំបន់>	ដ្ឋកិច្ចពិ>	ស �នបំ�	ញ>	ចក្តរំីពឹងទុកTក់ទិននឹង�រ សZ	Ûល 
បទ�̧ន��ឲ	្យ�មញ្ញ និង�រជំរះ�	បបទ�ន�ប់រហ័ស

The Special Economic Zone Policy has met expectations regarding the simplification 
of procedural formalities and the implementation of a fast-track clearance scheme, 

Kombol commune, Pou Senchey district, Phnom Penh, February 2013

�កជំTវ បណÈិត អឹុង ក��ïវី រដ្ឋមð្ត	ីR	សួងកិច្ច�រ�រី ñ្ល	ងrឯî	ទិ��	វ�	វ!ើម	្បីអភិវឌ	្ឍន៍កម្ពុ- ពី�រសD	ច�ន��ន8ពចំណòលមធ	្យមr 
កម្ពុ- 6យÊៀសផុតពី�រ ±̀ក់ចូលក្នុងអ�µក់ចំណòលមធ	្យម rភ្នំ�	ញ 

H.E. Dr Ing Kantha Phavi, Minister of Women’s Affairs, speaking at the DRF Symposium on Cambodia achieving middle-income status while 
avoiding falling into the middle-income trap, Phnom Penh, August 2013
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�យកវិទ	���ន CDRI  ចូលរួមកិច្ច�	ជុំកំពូលgើកដំបូង¥	R	ុមវិ8គពី�សីុ �R	ុងតូក	្យូ 
CDRI executive director attending the inaugural Asia Think Tank Summit in Tokyo, June 2013

�	វ �	វ -ន់ខ្ពស់ r CDRI។ �របូកសរុបn	ះ �ន 
¡ៀបចំ ¬ើង!ើម	្បី �យតu្ល	ពីសមិទ្ធផលសំjន់ៗUៀបនឹង 
សូច�ករ បច្ចុប	្បន្នស¦	ប់�ស់ê	ងលទ្ធផល, កំណត់រក 
ចំណុច  ó	~យ ឬលទ្ធផលសD	ច�នTប-ង�ររំពឹង ទុក 
H	ល ̈ 	©វយកចិត្តទុក�ក់ ក្នុងរយៈ�	លr>	ស សល់    ក្នុង   
h	ន�រយុទ្ធ�ស្ត្រ�ំ២០១១-១៥, ö	សZ	Ûល gើ sល 
½ និង�ទិ8ព�� !ើម	្បីឆ្លុះបpqំង ពី �លៈ 5	សៈ ឬ 
�ទិ8ព  ផុស¬ើងថ្មី ឬ�ន�	�	Ûល និងU្វើ�រö	តZ	©វgើ 
សូច�ករស¦	ប់រយៈ�	លr>	សសល់  ក្នុងh	ន�រ 
6យ�ច�ស់ê	ង លទ្ធផល�ន�ន់ã	 �	>ើរ។ ម	�៉ង 5ៀត   
ក៏oន�រ U្វើបច្ចុប	្បន្ន8ពgើh	ន�រយុទ្ធ� �្ត	 និង Axង 
o៉¯	ីស លទ្ធផល ស¦	ប់សកម្ម8ព-�ទិ8ព��H	រ។

សន្និសីទចក្ខុវិស័យ�	5	សកម្ពុ-�ំ២០១៤៖ សន្និសីទ  
�	
ំ�ំgើកទី៨ n	ះ H	លÕÖតgើ�	`នបទ "កម្ពុ- 
ក្នុង 1	ំ�ំ ³មុខ - កំ{	ទZ	ង់ និង8ព�	កួត �	÷	ង 
r ក្នុង តំបន់Á	យU្វើសoហរណកម្ម" �ន1	រព្ធ ¬ើង 
r  xជ`នីភ្នំ�	ញ rÝ្ង	ទី២៧ កុម្ភៈ ២០១៤ Á	មកិច្ច 
សហ�រ -�	គូរ�ងវិទ	���ន CDRI និងធ��រ ANZ 
Royal។ សÿ្ត	ចអគ្គ ម�>	�បតីd	Å ហ៊ុន Ä	ន �យក 
រដ្ឋមð្ត	ី¥	S	ះx-�ចR	កម្ពុ- �នអ�្ជើញចូលរួម- 
អធិបតីដូច�ំមុនៗ និងñ្ល	ងសុន ្ទរក2គន្លឹះvើកសន្និសីទ 
ស¦	ប់ �្ញៀវកិត្តិយស-ង ៣០០�ក់។ សន្និសីទចក្ខុវិស័យ
�	5	សកម្ពុ-�ំ២០១៤ រួមoនវគ្គមួយចំនួនស្តីពី៖
• កម្ពុ-ក្នុង1	ំ�ំ³មុខ - រvៀប�រៈស¦	ប់កំ{	ទZ	ង់ 

និង 8ព�	កួត�	÷	ង
•  �រ ផ្តលជ់�ំញrកម្ព-ុ៖ �រអភវិឌ	្ឍធន`នមនុស	្ស និង 

�រ  អប់រំ!ើម	្បីបÙ្កើន8ព�	កួត�	÷	ង និង8ព�្ន	�	ឌិត 
របស់ ក ម្ពុ-

• សហគមន៍>	ដ្ឋកិច្ច���ន �ំ២០១៥ និង 
សoហរណកម្ម ក្នុងតំបន់៖ dើoនន័យE៉ងដូចÿ្ត	ច 
ស¦	ប់  កម្ពុ-?

•  មU	��យ³Ý្ង	មុខ៖ �រសំjន់ៗ ស¦	ប់ កំ{	 
ទZ	ង់
កម្មវិធី បទប£�ញ ឯក�រ��¥	សន្និសីទ និងអត្ថបទ  

សÙ្ខ	ប  ចក្ខុវិស័យ�	5	សកម្ពុ-�ំ២០១៤ H	ល �ន 	ះ 
ពុម្ព  ផ	~យ  -8�Ï្ម	រ និងអង់
្ល	ស !ើម	្បី 
ប់ យក បp � 
សំjន់ៗ និង�ទិ8ព sលនy�យ  ទទួល �ន ព ី 
សន្និសីទ  ចក្ខុវិស័យ �	5	សកម្ពុ- �ំ២០១៤ oន �ក់ r 
gើ   
	ហទំព័រវិទ	���ន CDRI។

កម្មវិធី ReBUILD៖ �រ�	វ�	វ!ើម	្បី�រក�ង �	ព័ន្ធ  
សុjភិ�លអំ�យផល ដល់ ជនR	ីR	 ក្នុង �	ល  ក�ង  
�	5	ស ¬ើងវិញ ប�µប់ពី �នបញ្ចប់ ទំ�ស់ H	ល - កិច្ច 
សហ�រ �	វ�	វរ�ង CDRI និង Liverpool School 
of Tropical Medicine oន�រ ëឿនgឿន ល្អ³មុខ។ 
កម្មវិធី ReBUILD rកម្ពុ- oនsល½ បÙ្កើត ចំ�	ះ 
ដឹង  ថ្មីៗ  ស¦	ប់  ជួយដល់�រអភិវឌ	្ឍ និង�រអនុវត្ត �	ព័ន្ធ 
សុjភិ�ល  អំ�យផលដល់ជនR	ីR	 rក្នុង�	5	ស 
H	ល កំពុងÙើប ¬ើងវិញ Á	យ �នបញ្ចប់ទំ�ស់ ក្នុងសង្គម 
និងទំ�ស់ នy�យ។

�រ�	យុទ្ធ�	�ំងនឹង �រ�	ើពលកម្មកុoរrកម្ពុ-៖ 
គÃ	ងn	ះ សំ½ជួយ�ំ¯	ដល់�រ�ត់បន្ថយ�រ�	ើ  
ពលកម្ម  កុoរ ក្នុងវិស័យ កសិកម្ម, n	�ទ/�រីវប	្បកម្ម, �រ £រ      
បD	ើAមផ្ទះ និងវិស័យដÐ	5ៀត Aមរយៈ �រ បÙ្កើន 
លទ្ធ8ព  កុoរ !ើម	្បី ទទួល �ន�រអប់រំ និង�របណ្ណុះ  
ប�្ខល    �	កប 6យគុណ8ព, �រgើកកម្ពស់ជីវ8ពoន 
ចីរ8ព   ល្អ¥	R	ុមe	Û�រ កុoរ, និង �រ បÙ្កើនលទ្ធ8ព�ន 
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ផល  �	yជន៍ ពី កម្មវិធី�ំ�រសង្គមH	លជួយឲ	្យe	Û�រ 
�ច  ëៀស ផុតពីតZ	©វ�រពឹងh្អ	ក gើពលកម្មកុoរ។

�របន	~ំុនឹង�រ�	�	Ûល��ស`តុ និងជីវ8ព  រស ់ r   
ក្នុងបរិបទ¥	កំ�ើនស¦	ប់e	ប់�៖ �របូក សរុប  ពី  ផល 
ប ៉ះ�ល់  ¥	�រ�	�	Ûល��ស`តុ និង សមត្ថ8ព  សZ	 ប 
ខ្លួនrកម្ពុ-៖ 6យoនជំនួយ¯	¯	ង់ពី Sida គÃ	ងn	ះ 
�យតu្ល	ពី ផលប៉ះ�ល់ ¥	�រ�	�	Ûល ��ស ̀ តុ និង 
សមត្ថ8ព បន	~ំុ S	មTំង8ពជំ�ក់Tក់ទង³នឹង  វ ិ ស័យ   
កសិកម្ម ធន`នធម្ម-តិ និងជីវ8ព រស់r - ពិ>	ស  r 
តំបន់ទn្ល	�ប។ �រសិក	~n	ះ�នកំណត់ពី បp� សំjន់ៗ 
Tក់ទងនឹង �រ�	�	Ûល ��ស`តុ  ស¦	ប់ �រ �	វ�	វ 
-�ទិ8ព Iើយ�ន�ក់បញ្ចូល³ក្នុង គÃ	ង �	វ 
�	វ   បី ស¦	ប់អនុវត្តពី�ំ ២០១៣ ដល់ ២០១៥។ លទ្ធផល 
សិក	~ �ន	ះពុម្ពផ	~យ-ឯក�រពិ8ក	~ រួចIើយ។

k	នឌ័រ និងអភិ�លកិច្ចទឹក៖ �រe	ប់e	ង�	ព័ន្ធ 
	ច�	ព និង�រអភិវឌ	្ឍក្នុងបរិបទ¥	�រ�	�	Ûល 
��ស ̀ តុ៖ �រសិក	~n	ះ-ចំ{	កមួយ¥	 គÃ	ង 
�រ  សZ	ប ខ្លួននឹង�រ�	�	Ûល��ស`តុ និង   ជីវ8ព   
រស់r !ើម	្បី U្វើវិ8គពី តួ�ទី របស់ �្ត	ី ក្នុង �រ e	ប់e	ង 
ទឹក 	ច�	ព -ពិ>	ស �រ ចូល រួម  របស់  �្ត	ី  rក្នុង 
សហគមន៍ កសិករ �	ើ1	ស់ ទឹក។ �រ  សិក	~ ក៏ �ន ពិនិត	្យ 
ផង  H	រ ពី ផលប៉ះ�ល់ ¥	 �រ �	 �	Ûល ��ស ̀ តុ  ³ gើ  
កសិកម្ម 6យ ÕÖតgើ បp� �	ឈម Ë	្ស	ងៗ H	ល កសិករ  - 
�្ត	ី �ន ជួប �	ទះ ។ លទ្ធផល រក�ើញ � ន យក ³   ប£�ញ 
ជូន �`រណជន និងអ្នក�ក់ព័ន្ធrក្នុង សិ�� � Y     2ក់ 
-តិ និង2ក់ó	ត្ត rទីR	ុងភ្នំ�	ញ ó	ត្តR	Ê	ះ និង ó	ត្ត 
កំពង់ធំ។

�រ�	�	Ûល��ស`តុ និងអភិ�លកិច្ចទឹក៖ 6យ  
ទទួល �នមូលនិធិ ពី មជ	្ឈមណÈល�	វ�	វ អភិវឌ	្ឍន៍  
អន្តរ-តិ ¥	�	5	ស��� គÃ	ងn	ះ សំ½Ä្វ	ង យល់ 
ពី  ផល  ប៉ះ�ល់gើ�	ព័ន្ធ�	កូឡូសុី និងh្ន	កជល��្ត	 
ប�្ខល មក ពី �រ�	�	Ûល��ស`តុ និងសកម្ម8ព 
មនុស	្ស    ក្នុង �រ ចិញ្ចឹមជីវិត rតំបន់បឹងទn្ល	�ប។ អ្នក �	វ 
�	វ  ក្នុងគÃ	ងn	ះ កំពុង ពិនិត	្យ¬ើងវិញពីវិធី��្ត	 �យ  
តu្ល 	 gើ8ព£យរង	ះ H	ល�រសិក	~មុនៗ�ន យក 
មក អនុវត្ត rកម្ពុ- និងក្នុងតំបន់។ លទ្ធផល¥	�របូកសរុប 
�ចជួយបំភ្លឺដល់ �រ�	ើស¡ីសវិធី��្ត	¨	©វ�	ើស¦	ប់ 
U្វើ�រ�យតu្ល	 8ព£យរង	ះពី �រ�	�	Ûល ��ស 
`តុ   rកZ	ិតសហគមន៍ និងសមត្ថ8ពសZ	បខ្លួនr ក្នុង 
តំបន់សិក	~។ គÃ	ងn	ះoនU្វើសិ���Y 2ក់ ó	ត្ត 
និង  សហគមន៍  r ó	ត្តកំពង់�ំង ªធិ៍�ត់ និងកំពង់ធំ 
!ើម	្បី Ä្វ	ងយល់ពីចំ�ប់ �រម្មណ៍r Aម មូល�¸ន    អំពី 
ផល ប៉ះ�ល់  ¥	�រ�	�	Ûល ��ស ̀ តុ   ³gើ  ជីវ8ព 
រស់ r ក្នុង តំបន់ - ពិ>	ស ទំហំ¥	8ព£យរង	ះ និង 

តំ�ង��ប័នសoជិក GMS DAN ក្នុងសិ���Yពិ	ះyបល់ពី�រសិក	~�	វ
�	វស្តីពីកំ�ើនស¦	ប់Tំងអស់� និងសoហរណកម្មក្នុងតំបន់ rភ្នំ�	ញ
Representatives of GMS-DAN member institutions at the Consultative 

Workshop on the Collaborative Research Study on Inclusive Growth and 
Regional Integration, CDRI, June 2013

សមត្ថ8ព  សZ	ប  ខ្លួន។ លទ្ធផល�	មូល�នពីសិ�� �Y 
�ន  ចងR	ង-អត្ថបទចុះក្នុង រ�យ�រណ៍អភិវឌ	្ឍន៍�	
ំ�ំ 
២០១៣-១៤។

វិធី��្ត	-ក់Ä្ត	ង ស¦	ប់ជួយ ̄ 	¯	ង់8ព �	កួត 
�	÷	ង  របស់ �	5	សoនចំណòលTប/�	5	ស oន ចំណòល  
មធ	្យម កZ	ិតTប (LIC/LMICs) rក្នុងពិភព �ក 
កំពុង ̈ 	©វ�ត់បន្ថយ �រ�	ើ  �បូន៖ rចំªះ មុខ �រ   U្វើ 
សoហរណកម្ម >	ដ្ឋកិច្ច និង នy�យ r ���ន 
ក្នុង �	លដ៏ខ្លី �រសិក	~n	ះ ព	�Eម  កំណត់ ទិស ½     
sល នy�យសំjន់ៗ ស¦	ប់8ព�	កួត �	÷	ង    
¥	  �ណិជ្ជកម្ម និង�ជីវកម្ម របស់ កម្ពុ-។ �រ សិក	~   ផ្តល់ 
អនុ�សន៍ 2 រ�¸ភិ�លគួរ យក ចិត្ត ទុក  �ក់ j±ំ ង  ñ	ម 
5ៀតgើ �រe	ប់e	ងបរិ��ន, �	សិទ្ធ8ព  h្ន	ក 2ម ពល, 
ពិពិធកម្ម�	ភព2មពល, និងស្តង់� ស¦	ប់ សុវត្ថិ8ព 
និង គុណ8ព¥	 ទំនិញ�	ើ1	ស់ និង >	�កម្ម, ក៏ ដូច- 
R	បខ័ណÈច	°ប់�ក់ព័ន្ធ��។ �រសិក	~ប£�ញ2 គួរ 
oន  �រ�	វ�	វñ	ម5ៀត -ពិ>	សjង 5	សចរណ៍ 
ផលិតកម្ម កសិកម្ម និង >	�កម្ម !ើម	្បីកំណត់ ពី  ឱ�សរបស់ 
កម្ពុ-     rក្នុងÏ	្ស	ច£�ក់បÙ្កើតតu្ល	 និង ឧត្តម8ព �	ៀប  Uៀប 
gើ  �	5	ស ដÐ	5ៀតrក្នុងតំបន់ ក្នុង �រ អភិវឌ	្ឍ �	5	ស 
6យ oន �ន�បូនតូច។

î	ទិ��	វ�	វអភិវឌ	្ឍន៍ (DRF) ជំ�នទី២ �២ំ០១២-
១៥៖ Á	ម�រជួយ¯	¯	ង់ពី មជ	្ឈមណÈល�	វ�	វ 
អភិវឌ	្ឍន៍ អន្តរ-តិ (IDRC) ¥	�	5	ស��� និង�រ 
សZ	បសZ	Ûលពី CDRI î	ទិ��	វ�	វអភិវឌ	្ឍន៍ជំ�ន 
ទី២ oនដំ�ើរ�រល្អ។ DRF -កិច្ចសហ�រ-�	គូ 
!ើម	្បី  U្វើ�រ�	វ�	វ និង� 	ករំ�	កចំ�	ះដឹង រ�ង 
CDRI, សoគម>	ដ្ឋកិច្ចកម្ពុ- (CEA), វិទ	���ន  សិក	~ 
�	វ�	វ និងបណ្ណុះប�្ខល (LI), វិទ	���ន -តិសុខ8ព 
�`រណៈ (NIPH), �កល វិទ	�ល័យ ភូមិន្ទ កសិកម្ម 
(RUA), �កលវិទ	�ល័យ ភូមិន្ទភ្នំ�	ញ (RUPP), និង 
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កសិករ�	ុស-�	ី oនតZ	©វ�រទឹកខុស� និងoនបំណង1	2ខុស�gើធន`នទឹក 
ដូÊ្ន	ះសំjន់�ស់¨	©វពិ
រ�ពីតួ�ទី�្ត	ីក្នុង�រe	ប់e	ងទឹក	ច�	ព 

Women and men farmers have different water needs and therefore different stakes in 
water use, so it is vital to consider women’s roles in irrigation water management, Takeo 

province, August 2013

ឧត្តម R	ុម �	ឹក	~>	ដ្ឋកិច្ច-តិ (SNEC)។
R	ុម�	គូសហ�រn	ះ �ន¡ៀបចំ6យÅគជ័យនូវ 

î	ទិ� �	វ �	វអភិវឌ	្ឍន៍gើកទី៦ ស្តីពី "កម្ពុ-rÝ្ង	Ä្អ	ក៖ 
�ទិ8ព �	វ�	វ�រអភិវឌ	្ឍ ស¦	ប់�	5	សoនចំណòល  
មធ	្យម" rxជ`នីភ្នំ�	ញ �លពីÝ្ង	ទី១៦-១៧ តុY 
២០១៣។ î	ទិ�n	ះអ�្ជើញមកជួបជំុ�នូវអ្នក �	វ �	វ  
 កម្ពុ-�	�	ល ២៥០�ក់ !ើម	្បីពិ8ក	~gើលទ្ធផល 
�	វ �	វ របស់ R	ុមចំ�ប់�រម្មណ៍�	វ�	វ (RIGs) 
Tំង ៦ gើ�	`នបទ (១)កំ�ើនស¦	ប់e	ប់� (២)
អភិ�លកិច្ចធន`នធម្ម-តិ (៣)sលនy�យ សង្គមៈ 
�រអប់រំ (៤) sលនy�យសង្គមៈ សុjភិ�ល (៥) 
�រអភិវឌ	្ឍន៍កសិកម្ម និង (៦)�	5	សកម្ពុ- និង តំបន់ 
ជុំវិញ។ បp��	ឈមH	ល�	5	សoនចំណòល កZ	ិត  
មធ	្យម8គG	ើនកំពុងជួប�	ទះ �នផ្តល់នូវ�	`ន បទ 
 �	វ�	វ Tំង ៦ IើយAមÌះ 
	�ចTញយក  
បទ ពិ�ធន៍ របស់�	5	ស�� �ន�� !ើម	្បីកំណត់នូវ 
�ទិ8ព  ¥	�រ�	វ�	វh្ន	កsលនy�យក្នុង �	5	ស  
និងក្នុងតំបន់ ស¦	ប់ផ្តល់-ព័ត៌oនដល់�រជ÷	ក ê	ក �	ក 
និង�រក�ងsលនy�យAមវិស័យ និង អនុ វិស័យ  
Ë	្ស	ងៗ ជួយឲ	្យកម្ពុ-�ចëៀសផុតពី	ះ2ក់¥	 ចំណòល 
កZ	ិតមធ	្យម។ លទ្ធផលn	ះ នឹងoន	ះពុម្ពផ	~យ- 
ឯក�រ សÙ្ខ	ប¥	សន្និសីទ rÏ	មី� ២០១៤ ។

ប�្ខញវិ8គអភិវឌ	្ឍន៍ម�អនុតំបន់ÿ	គង្គ (GMS-
DAN)៖ 6យoនជំនួយ�ំ¯	ពីមូលនិធិ Rockefeller 
Foundation និងមជ	្ឈមណÈល IDRC ស¦	ប់�ំ២០១១-
២០១៤ និង�រសZ	បសZ	Ûលពី  CDRI, កម្មវិធី GMS-DAN 9 
រយៈ�	លបី�ំn	ះoន  �រសិក	~�	វ�	វពីរ�ក់ព័ន្ធ�។ 
�រសិក	~ជំ�នទី១ (ពីÏ	មី� ២០១២ ដល់ កុម្ភៈ 
២០១៣) U្វើ�រ�យតu្ល	ពី �រអភិវឌ	្ឍស¦	ប់e	ប់�ក្នុង 
GMS។ �រសិក	~ជំ�នទី២ (ពីÏ	កក្ក� ២០១៣ ដល់ 
មិថុ� ២០១៤) ÕÖតgើ sលនy�យ2ក់-តិ និង 

�រ ï±ស់ប្តូរh្ន	ក��ប័នដ៏
ំ�ច់ៗ !ើម	្បីសD	ច�ន 
កំ�ើន  ស¦	ប់e	ប់� ក្នុងវិស័យ សុjភិ�ល និងអប់រំ r 
ក្នុង GMS។ សិ���YបÊ្ច	ក5	សមួយrR	ុង îៀង ចន ្ទន ៍
�លពីÝ្ង	 ១៥-១៦ សី� ២០១៣ �ន បp¾ក់ ពី 
វិធី��្ត	�	វ�	វស¦	ប់ គÃ	ងស្តីពីកំ�ើន ស¦	ប់   
e	ប់� និងសoហរណកម្មក្នុងតំបន់។ ព�	ង អត្ថបទ   បÙ្កើត 
sលគំនិតស្តីពី ទីផ	~រ�រ£រ ចល� ពលករ និង វត្តoន 
�រ£រ rក្នុង GMS �នgើក យក មក ពិ8ក	~  -មួយ IDRC 
ដើម្បីរៀបចំឲ្យទៅជា សំណើស្រាវជ្រាវ ពេញ  លេញ សម្រាប់ 
>្នើសំុជំនួយ�ំ¯	រយៈ�	លបី�ំបន្ត5ៀត ពី�ំ២០១៤ 
ដល់ ២០១៦ 6យoន�រចូលរួម ពី វិទ	���ន�	វ�	វ 
និងអភិវឌ	្ឍន៍មីE៉ន់o៉ - មជ	្ឈមណÈលស¦	ប់�រអភិវឌ	្ឍន៍
>	ដ្ឋកិច្ច និងសង្គម (MDRI-CESD) ផងH	រ។

គÃ	ងអភិ�លកិច្ច វិមជ	្ឈ�រ និងវិសហមជ	្ឈ�រ៖ 
សិ���Y តុមូល ចំនួន ៣ ¨	©វ�ន¡ៀបចំ¬ើង rក្នុង 
គÃ	ង ដំ�ះ�	យh្ន	កនy�យ 6យoន�រ ចូល 
រួម ពីអ្នក�ក់ព័ន្ធ ដូច- NGOs ក្នុង�	ុក, NGOs អន្តរ-តិ 
និង  �	គូអភិវឌ	្ឍន៍��។ អត្ថបទ	ះពុម្ពផ	~យ-អន្តរ-តិ 
រួមoន "From Friction to Hybridity in Cambodia - 20 
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Research Projects in 2013-14
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� Inclusive growth, including studies on 
constraints to inclusive growth in Cambodia; 
political settlement and inclusive growth; high 
and sustainable economic growth; economic 
growth, inequality and poverty reduction; 
assessing the pro-poorness of fiscal policy; 
economic growth, trade and poverty reduction; 
and labour markets

� Greater Mekong Subregion Development 
Analysis Network (GMS-DAN) with stage 
1 on inclusive development in the GMS 
completed, and stage 2, on national policies 
and institutional changes required to achieve 
inclusive development in health and education 
in the GMS, in progress

� ASEAN 2030: Growing together for economic 
prosperity – the challenges, Cambodia 
background paper

� Agricultural policies for rice-based farming in 
the Middle Mekong, with studies on rice contract 
farming schemes, livestock productivity, and 
extension services

� Fertiliser industry development analysis 
including fertiliser marketing channels and 
supply chain structure 

� Trends in farm mechanisation and rural labour 
markets 

� Inter-governmental relations between 
commune councils and district authorities in 
decentralisation reform

�  Young people’s political participation in the 
context of D&D reform 

With more investment in modern rice milling facilities Cambodia could produce high quality milled rice to meet growing export demand 
and become a leading international brand, Kompong Thom province, January, 2013
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Projects

Port facilities expansion and modernisation go hand-in-hand with the development of a high volume road 
network connecting Sihanoukville Port to major production hubs in ASEAN, October 2013

Running a small business helps many people to cope when times are tough, Tuol Kork district,  
Phnom Penh, December 2013

� Women in government – increasing women’s 
representation and participation in local 
government and political parties 

� The capacity and developmental effectiveness 
of the Cambodian state 

� Climate change and the implications for water 
governance 

� Mainstreaming disaster and climate resilient 
development and adaptation strategies into 
planning and policy

� Gender and water governance – using a 
gender perspective to identify the needs and 
constraints for better water management 
and irrigation development in the context of 
climate change

CDRI researchers join the five-country ReBUILD team at the Annual Workshop 
in Liverpool, UK, September 2013
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Education for all and children in school are essential to supply the technicians and skilled workers needed by the rapidly expanding and 
increasingly sophisticated industrial sector, Phnom Penh, September 2013

� ReBUILD (Research for Building Pro-poor 
Health Systems during Recovery from Conflict) 
with sub-projects on household catastrophic 
expenditure on medical care; incentives to 
attract and retain health workers in rural and 
remote areas; and contracting arrangements 
with healthcare providers to deliver essential 
healthcare services 

� Excel (Eliminating eXploitative Child labour 
through Education and Livelihoods) with sub-
projects on the implications of domestic service 
for child workers, and the effects of migration 
on the wellbeing of the children left behind

� Verification of reported sanitation outcomes in 
rural Cambodia

� Links between industrial clusters, business 
associations and SME productivity, and between 
local governance and SME development 

� Labour migration in Cambodia – understanding 
the causes and consequences for poverty, 
inequality and productivity
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Projects

The ReBUILD project revealed a need to improve the reliability and efficiency of keeping  people informed about locally available health 
services especially in rural and remote areas, Kandal province, September 2013

CDRI’s project on rice-based farming in the Middle Mekong has informed  
policy decision-making to promote rice contract farming schemes, improved 
livestock productivity, and effective public extension services, Kampong Thom 

Province, July 2013

� Exploring gender perceptions and values, 
and their impact on women’s professional 
progression at CDRI

� Strengthening Cambodian civil society, reflecting 
on progress made over the last 20 years

� Comparative study of Chinese-funded 
hydropower projects and their environmental 
and social impacts 

� A review of climate change impacts and 
adaptive capacity with a focus on community 
awareness of climate change issues and regional 
vulnerability to drought and water shortages 

� Child nutrition, evaluating the effectiveness of 
a public information programme to promote 
adequate nutrition during infancy and early 
childhood
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Our Partners

Effective partnerships are critical to the success of 
CDRI’s development work. In 2012–13 CDRI worked 
in partnership with the following local institutions, 
multilateral and bilateral development agencies and 
other institutions to achieve its objectives: 

Government – National, Provincial and Local

Cambodia National Mekong Committee 
Cambodian Mine Action Authority (CMAA) 
Council for Agriculture and Rural Development 

(CARD)
Council for the Development of Cambodia (CDC)
Fisheries Authority (FiA)
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 
Ministry of Commerce 
Ministry of Economy and Finance 
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport
Ministry of Environment
Ministry of Health
Ministry of Interior 
Ministry of Labour and  Vocational Training  
Ministry of Planning 
Ministry of Public Works and Transport
Ministry of Rural Development 
Ministry of Tourism 
Ministry of  Water Resources and Meteorology
Ministry of  Women’s Affairs 
National AIDS Authority
National Bank of Cambodia
National Committee for Sub-National Democratic 

Development (NCDD)

National Institute of Public Health (NIPH)
National Institute of Statistics (NIS)
National League of Communes/Sangkats
Office of the Council of Ministers (OCM) 
Sub-national Administration 
Supreme National Economic Council (SNEC)
Tonle Sap Authority (TSA)

Other Local Partners

Analyzing Development Issues Centre (ADIC)
ANZ Royal (Cambodia) Ltd.
Arbitration Council Foundation (ACF)
Cambodia Agriculture Value Chain Programme 

(CAVAC)
Cambodian Economic Association (CEA)

Participants at the 
IFPRI-CDRI workshop 
on Agricultural 
Transformation in Asia: 
Policy Options for Food 
and Nutrition Security, 
Siem Reap, September 
2013
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ADB representative giving a presentation on “Structural Transformation in 
Cambodia: Implications for Private Sector Development" to CDRI's economists, 

April 2013
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Cambodia Electronic Information for Libraries 
(Cam-eIFL)

Committee to Promote Women in Politics and 
affiliated organisations

Commune Council Support Project 
Cooperation Committee for Cambodia (CCC)
Institute of Technology of Cambodia (ITC)
Learning Institute (LI)
MEDiCAM
NGO Forum on Cambodia
Royal University of Agriculture (RUA)
Royal University of Phnom Penh (RUPP) 
Save Cambodia Wildlife (SCW)
The Asia Foundation
Working Group Partnership on Decentralisation and 

its affiliate organisations

International Development Agencies

Asian Development Bank (ADB)
Australian Agency for International Development 

(AusAID)
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, USA
Department for International Development (DfID), 

UK
German International Cooperation (GIZ) 
International Development Research Centre (IDRC), 

Canada
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction
Plan International 
Rockefeller Foundation, USA
Swedish International Development Cooperation 

Agency (Sida)
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation 

(SDC)
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 
United Nations Economic and Social Commission 

for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP)/ARTNeT 
United Nations Inter-Agency Project
United Nations Research Institute for Social 

Development, Switzerland

United States Agency for International Development 
(USAID)

United States Department of Labor, Bureau of 
International Labor Affairs

World Bank
WorldFish 

Other International Partners

ASEAN+3 Macroeconomic Research Office (AMRO)
Asian Development Bank Institute (ADBI) 
Australian Centre for International Agricultural 

Research (ACIAR) 
Centre for International Forestry Research, 

Indonesia
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), China 
Copenhagen University
Danish Centre for Forest, Landscape and Planning, 

Denmark
East Asian Development Network (EADN), 

Philippines
Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) 
Electronic Information for Libraries (eIFL), Italy 
Institute of Development Studies (IDS), UK 
International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) 
International Fund for Agricultural Development 

(IFAD), Italy
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies (ISEAS), 

Singapore
International Institute for Sustainable Development, 

CanadaRoundtable briefing on CDRI’s work and major development priorities 
for Cambodia with the Australian Ambassador and AusAid Counsellor, 

September 2013 

Provincial Workshop on Climate Change and Water Governance in 
Cambodia, organised by CDRI in partnership with three government 

agencies, the Royal University of Agriculture and the Institute of 
Technology of Cambodia, Kompong Thom, October 2013

Partners
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Korea Development Institute (KDI), Korea 
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, UK
Mekong Programme on Water Environment and 

Resilience (M-POWER)
Mekong River Commission (MRC) Secretariat 
Michigan State University (MSU), USA
North-South Institute, Canada
Overseas Development Institute (ODI), UK
Philippine Institute for Development Studies (PIDS), 

Philippines 
Queen Margaret University, UK
School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), 

University of London
Stockholm Environment Institute, Sweden
Swedish International Centre for Local Democracy 

(ICLD), Sweden
University of Sydney, Australia
World Trade Organisation (WTO)
World Vision 

Greater Mekong Sub-region Development 
Analysis Network (GMS-DAN) 

Central Institute for Economic Management (CIEM), 
Vietnam

Faculty of Management and Economics, Kunming 
University of Science and Technology (KUST), 
Yunnan, China

General Department of Statistics, National 
Committee for Planning and Investment (formerly 
National Centre of Statistics), Laos

Institute of Economics (IE), Vietnam Academy of 
Social Sciences, Vietnam National Economic 
Research Institute (NERI), 

Myanmar Development Research Institute (MDRI), 
Myanmar

Thailand Development Research Institute (TDRI), 
Thailand

Visits by delegations from the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences to explore 
more collaboration possibilities, November (top) and December 3013

A roundtable briefing with the Ambassador of the European Union to Cambodia and some of his development team to share the major current areas of 
CDRI’s work and discuss potential partnership, June 2013
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ECONOMY, TRADE AND 
REGIONAL COOPERATION

The Economy, Trade and Regional Cooperation 
(ETRC) programme was involved in 15 research 
projects this year, all of which contribute to an 

understanding of economic trends and their effects 
on different sectors of society. The six projects that 
have been completed cover issues such as inclusive 
growth in Cambodia and in the Greater Mekong 
Subregion as a whole, household incomes in rural 
areas, and monetary policy management to foster 
gradual de-dollarisation of the economy. Food 
security, the impacts of risks and shocks, and rural 
development paths in Cambodia and Laos have also 
been examined.

The report on ASEAN 2030 Phase II: Growing Together 
for Economic Prosperity – the Challenges: Cambodia 
Background Paper funded by the Asian Development 
Bank Institute (ADBI) has been published. Well 
underway is a study on the Interrelationship between 
Public Policies, Migration and Development of Partner 
Countries: Case Studies and Policy Recommendations 
financed by the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) as is a related 
study on Labour Migration in Cambodia: Causes and 
Impact on Poverty, Inequality and Productivity. The latter 
project has received both financial and technical 
support from the Partnership for Economic Policy 
(PEP). A survey for a study on promoting small and 

Our Programmes
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Sichuan New Hope Agribusiness (Cambodia) Co., Ltd. is one among many foreign enterprises attracted by the good investment prospects 
Cambodia offers, Phnom Penh Special Economic Zone, August 2013
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medium enterprises – funded by the Japan International 
Cooperation Agency (JICA) – has started. 

The Sida-supported five-year research project on 
Inclusive Growth is ongoing. It has five sub-themes: 
High and Sustainable Economic Growth; Economic 
Growth, Inequality and Poverty Reduction; Assessing 
the Pro-Poorness of Fiscal Policy; Economic Growth, 
Trade and Poverty Reduction; and Labour Market 
Policy. Two reports, one on Binding Constraints on 
Economic Growth in Cambodia: A Growth Diagnostic 
Approach, and the other on Leveraging Trade for 
Economic Growth in Cambodia, which fall under the High 

and Sustainable Economic Growth and the Economic 
Growth, Trade and Poverty Reduction components, 
have been published. The report on Public Spending 
on Education and Inclusiveness in Cambodia, which is 
part of the Assessing the Pro-Poorness of Fiscal 
Policy component, has been published in the Annual 
Development Review 2013-14. The remaining two 
components, i.e. Economic Growth, Inequality and 
Poverty Reduction, and Labour Market Policy, are 
making good progress. 

To support its research activity, ETRC has organised 
seminars and workshops focusing not just on trends in 
Cambodia, but also on economic and other important 
aspects of regional integration. Staff knowledge 
has been enhanced by attendance at seminars and 
workshops in Manila and Beijing, as well as in Phnom 
Penh. 

Regular publications include the monthly Flash Report 
on The Cambodian Economy and Its Trade Partners, the 
quarterly Cambodia Development Review – Economic 
Watch, quarterly Vulnerable Worker Surveys, and 
monthly Provincial Price Surveys. The book Assessing 
China’s Impact on Poverty in the Greater Mekong 
Subregion was released in October.

Raising quails and other poultry on a small scale can provide a stable income for families and reduce their dependence on crop farming, 
Kandal province, March 2013 

Construction of a new container terminal at Phnom Penh Autonomous Port, 
which is set to profit from the expected bigger flow of goods with the start of the 

ASEAN Economic Community, Kien Svay disrict, Kandal province, August 2013
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CDRI executive director at the International Forum on ASEAN+3 Connectivity in Beijing, September 2013

CDRI researchers attending the Workshop on the Interrelation between Public Policy, Migration and Development in Cambodia, organised 
by the OECD Development Centre and the European Commission, Phnom Penh, November 2013
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The Poverty, Agriculture and Rural Development 
(PARD) programme’s work this year continued 
its focus on rural livelihoods, land and social 

issues, and agricultural trade. Of the ten projects 
undertaken, three have been completed. The study 
on the Contribution of Arbitration Council Services in 
Improving Industrial Relations in Cambodia: The Case of 
Garment Factories examines the performance of 
Cambodia’s Arbitration Council in resolving labour 
disputes. The USAID-HARVEST Baseline Assessment 
Study supports the Cambodia HARVEST (Helping 
Address Rural Vulnerabilities and Ecosystem 
Stability) five-year integrated food security 
and climate change programme. This seeks to 
reduce poverty and malnutrition by diversifying 
and increasing food production and income 
for rural Cambodian households, developing 
sound, agricultural-focused solutions to poor 
productivity, postharvest losses, malnutrition, lack 
of market access, and environmental degradation. 
It also addresses the effects of climate change on 

vulnerable rural populations. These projects were 
supported by the World Bank and USAID, respectively. 
The first phase of the project on Developing Agricultural 
Policies for Rice-based Farming Systems in the Middle 
Mekong was also completed and this focuses on 
fertilisers, farm credit, the rice value chain and rice 
contract farming. Funding for this project came from 

Inland waterways could play a key role in the cost-efficient transport of agricultural 
products, Takeo province, April 2013

A shop owner explaining the incidents of fertiliser tampering in his area, Takeo province, February 2013
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POVERTY, AGRICULTURE AND 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
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DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE AND 
PUBLIC SECTOR REFORM

The Democratic Governance and Public Sector 
Reform (DGPSR) team has continued its 
work on institutional reform with specific 

attention to state capacity and the accountability, 
responsiveness and service delivery aspects of 
Cambodia’s decentralisation and deconcentration 

A visit to the Youth Council of Cambodia for the project on D&D Reform and Youth Political Participation, Kep province, January 2013

the Australian Centre for International Agricultural 
Research (ACIAR).

Seven projects are ongoing. Among them, the second 
phase of the project on Developing Agricultural Policies 
for Rice-based Farming Systems in the Middle Mekong 
comprises two studies – Livestock Production and 
Value Chain, and the Impact of Agricultural Extension. 
The preliminary results were presented at a regional 
workshop in Phnom Penh. Agricultural policy and 
development are also the focus of a further project 
that examines the impact of rice contract farming 
on smallholder livelihoods, and of another, which 
is The Development of Fertiliser Industry in Cambodia. 
Preliminary findings were presented at an international 
conference in Siem Reap in late September. Initial 

progress has also been made on the Study on Farm 
Mechanisation and Agricultural Labour Market Trends.

In addition, PARD has joined with two other 
CDRI programmes – Economy, Trade and Regional 
Cooperation, and Social Development – to work on 
the ReBUILD project. This is linked to other projects 
including one on Labour Migration in Cambodia: Causes 
and Impacts on Poverty, Inequality and Productivity, 
supported by a grant from the Partnership for 
Economic Policy (PEP). An internal study – Exploring 
Women’s Perception and Professional Progression at 
CDRI – has also been started, and the initial literature 
review is underway.
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(D&D) reform programme. Much of the financial 
support for this work has come from the Swedish 
International Development Cooperation Agency 
(Sida)

The international publication of three papers was 
a major achievement, and six of the ten research 
projects in progress at the start of this year have 
concluded. These include the Phnom Penh Baseline 
Survey, commissioned by the District Support Team/
One Window Service Office (DST/OWSO) of the 
National Committee for Democratic Sub-National 
Development (NCDD). Another project focusing 
on civil society has resulted in two publications: 
one entitled Sub-National Civil Society in Cambodia: A 
Gramscian Perspective, and the other called 20 Years 
after UNTAC: Cambodian Civil Society Strengthened? The 
final versions of the reports on Gatekeepers in Local 

Politics: Political Parties in Cambodia and their Gender 
Policy and Impact of D&D on Urban Governance are now 
at the publishing stage. In addition, shorter articles 
have been produced to shed light on the relationships 
between district authorities and commune councils 
and on the impact the D&D reforms have had on 
local democracy, using the case study of the Tonle Sap 
Demarcation Project. 

Four ongoing research projects explore the links 
and relationships between decentralisation and 
youth political participation, and decentralisation 
and local economic development. The latter project 
investigates how successful local government 
has been in linking local governance with the 
development of small and medium sized enterprises. 
Another project, using case studies in the rice and 
rubber sectors, examines how effectively the state is 

promoting growth and development. 
For Political Economy Determinants 
of Economic Growth in Cambodia – a 
study in partnership with the Centre 
for Effective States and Inclusive 
Development (ESID) at the University 
of Manchester – the team conducted 
four training workshops at CDRI with 
participants from non-governmental 
and civil society organisations, as well 
as journalists and key informants who 
were interviewed for the project. The 
project is now at the second stage, and 
the team is investigating health sector 
performance, applying the concepts 
and analyses gathered and developed 
during the first stage of the research 
cycle.

Cambodia’s national election 2013 was marked by the greater participation of young 
people, Tuol Sangke commune, Phnom Penh, July 2013

The suggestion box system to collect local citizens’ ideas about the policing of their areas, and the use of the commune development fund,  
Kompong Chhnang province, November 2013
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NATURAL  RESOURCES AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT

Eco-tourists want to enjoy environmentally responsible travel that contributes to nature conservation and supports local people’s livelihoods 
Mondolkiri province, November 2013

The Natural Resources and the Environment team 
has completed projects on climate change adaptation 
and inclusive growth and on gender and water 
governance. Another project, also concluded, has 
focused on low-carbon development as a means to 
support Cambodia’s competitiveness in the region. 
Other related research areas are reflected in a 
project entitled Reducing Community Vulnerability to 
Drought and Prolonged Dry Spells in Cambodia, which 
identifies strategies to cope with climate change as 
well as the opportunities available for dry season 
agriculture. A national workshop on Water and Food 
Security in Cambodia, staged in collaboration with the 
Stockholm International Water Institute (SIWI), was 
held in December. Water-food security is a subject 
of continued attention for the team, 
particularly in relation to Cambodia’s 
natural water supply.

Focus on the effects of climate 
change continues with a working 
paper, currently being prepared, on 
Adaptation Capacity of Rural People in 
the Main Agro-Ecological Zones. The 
data analysis stage of this project 
has begun. Since the spatial effects 
of climate change appear to vary 
across the landscape, the main aims 
of this project are to review climate 
change impacts and the main 
challenges affecting agriculture and 
to examine the different adaptive 

capacities and climate change adaptation strategies of 
individuals and communities in each zone.

Desk study and fieldwork for the project on Climate 
Change and Water Governance in Cambodia was 
supported by commune and provincial consultation 
workshops in Kompong Chhnang, Pursat and 
Kompong Thom. These workshops were conducted 
to understand the impact climate change has on local 
livelihoods, the degree to which people are vulnerable 
to climatic challenges, and the extent to which they 
are able to adapt. An important element of this project 
has been capacity building for government staff and 
students from the Royal University of Agriculture and 
the Institute of Technology of Cambodia.
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Workshop on Water-Food Security in Cambodia: Assessing Risks and Alternatives in an Altered Flow Regime, co-organised by Shared Waters 
Partnership of UNDP and CDRI, Phnom Penh, December 2013

A major new project on Mainstreaming Climate 
Resilience into Development Planning started in 
November 2013. This is expected to contribute to 
the National Adaptation Plan of Action (NAPA) and 
the Pilot Programme for Climate Resilience Phase 
II of the Royal Government of Cambodia. Also 
significant, China Goes Global: A Comparative Study of 
Chinese Hydropower Dams in Africa and Asia has begun 
with a feasibility study and initial fieldwork conducted 
at both of the Kamchay Hydropower dam sites.
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Hydrodams are praised for their zero carbon emissions but they cannot solve Cambodia’s energy shortage as there 
is often too little water to generate power during the dry season, which coincides with peak electricity consumption, 

Kamchay, Kampot province, April 2013 

A big flood may lead to significant loss of property and life but it can also 
produce a bumper fish catch, Kompong Chhnang province, 2013
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Young children are usually fed home-made rice porridge Sampov Loun district, Battambang province, October 2013

The Social Development (SD) programme has  
several ongoing major projects. First, the Research for  
Building Pro-poor Health Systems during Recovery from 
Conflict (ReBUILD) project remains a major focus. The 
fieldwork and transcription have been completed 
and coding analysis started for three sub-projects: 
one examines the impact the financing of health 
services is having in Cambodia, a second evaluates 
incentives available for health workers and the 
challenges they face, and a third assesses contracting 
arrangements in terms of health services. ReBUILD 
is funded by the Department for 
International Development (DfID), 
UK, and is conducted in partnership 
with the Liverpool School of Tropical 
Medicine.

Child labour research has been a 
second focus. The EXCEL project 
(Eliminating eXploitative Child Labour 
through Education and Livelihoods) is 
a four-year partnership between CDRI, 
World Vision, Wathnakpheap, Farmer 
Livelihood Development and Vulnerable 
Children Assistance Organization. Its 

general aim is to identify at-risk children employed 
in fishing, agriculture, domestic work and in other 
sectors. The team’s research this year has particularly 
explored the mechanisms through which children are 
recruited to do domestic work, the conditions under 
which they work, and what regulatory frameworks 
exist to protect them. Out of four research sub-
topics, two have reached the report writing stage and 
are expected to finish at the end of February 2014, 
and another two have been started. EXCEL is funded 
by the US Department of Labor.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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The aim of the Child Nutrition project is to improve the Complementary Feeding 
Communication Campaign which organises health fairs, home visits and group meetings 

to show mothers and other carers how to prepare nutritious food for young children, 
Svay Rieng province, September 2013
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Child workers giving candid interviews about their working conditions, feelings and expectations,  
Svay Rieng province, September 2013

Commissioned projects included a quantitative 
assessment of child nutrition and a verification exercise 
on the reported outcomes of sanitation projects, 
both of which have concluded. The SD team has also 
been supporting other CDRI programme areas. For 
example, team members have contributed to the 
impact assessment of the ACIAR-funded Cambodian 
Agricultural Research Fund (CARF), which is now 
at the report writing stage, and worked with the 

Natural Resources and Environment programme to 
implement a series of projects on climate change and 
water governance in Cambodia.

To support research activities, the ReBUILD team 
attended last year’s annual workshop in Liverpool  
in the UK and contributed to monthly Skype 
conferences with the project partners and 
supervisors. 

Pr
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Local leaders explaining the difficulties rice contract farmers face in fulfilling their contractual obligations with the rice milling company, 
Kompong Speu, May 2013
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Development Knowledge Management (DKM) 
contributed to the smooth implementation of 

many research projects and communicated a number 
of research findings to a wide range of audiences. The 
main activities are reported below.

Sharing research knowledge through the 2013 
Development Research Forum (DRF)
DRF research events reach a broad audience and 
serve as a unique platform that enables the sharing 
of research findings by researchers and partners 
of the Cambodia Development Resource Institute 
(CDRI), Cambodian Economic Association (CEA), 
Learning Institute (LI), National Institute of Public 
Health (NIPH), Royal University of Agriculture 
(RUA), Royal University of Phnom Penh (RUPP) and 
the Supreme National Economic Council (SNEC). 
In the second year of DRF Phase II 2012-15, 16 
research workshops, 8 roundtable policy dialogues 
and 5 training programmes were organised, and 115 
research presentations shared with 1777 participants. 
In addition, over 30 papers were presented for 
discussion at the annual DRF Symposium on the 
theme Cambodia Tomorrow: Development Research 

Priorities for a Middle-Income Country held on 16-17 
October, which was attended by 250 researchers. 
Three policy briefs and a synthesis paper reporting 
the research results of the Research Interest Groups 
were published in Khmer and English and a number 
of others are being prepared for publication in 
March 2014. All the publications and presentations 
are available for free download from both the CDRI 
website and the DRF website.  

Updating the Library Collection 
The library continues to expand its collection to 
reflect and meet the needs of its users. Two thousand 
books were donated to other libraries and 922 new 
titles were acquired, bringing the total holding to 
19,000 titles. The electronic catalogue now features 
book titles in Khmer script, helping to speed up 
searching for documents and publications. Efforts 
were made to promote the library’s resources 
among researchers, academics, university students, 
university administrators, development agency staff 
and government officials through arranging and 
hosting group visits.  As a result, 231 new membership 
cards were issued and 1837 users welcomed in 2013. 

Development Knowledge Management

D
KM

H.E. Dr Mey Kalyan, Chair of the Steering Committee, DRF Phase II, being interviewed by the press at the DRF Annual Symposium, 
Phnom Penh, October 2013
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The library collaborates with several other libraries 
in Phnom Penh to form Cambodian Electronic 
Information for Libraries (Cam-elFL), which pays 
the subscription fee to access a broad range of 
electronic resources such as BioOne (bioscience 
research journals), Cambridge University Press, 
Institute of Physics (IOP) Publishing, and Oxford 
University Press. 

Compiling and Managing Survey Datasets 
The Data Management team plays a central role 
in supporting and supervising data preparation 
to ensure database accuracy, consistency and 
completeness. Six more research datasets were 
finalised in 2013, bringing the total number under 
the Unit’s management to 90.  Strong efforts continue 
to enhance researchers’ data management capabilities 
through in-house capacity building and short training 
courses such as the two data management training 
courses organised by the Ministry of 
Planning which five junior researchers 
attended.

Publishing CDRI Research 
Products
Through close cooperation with 
research programmes, the Publishing 
Unit has reached its goal to ensure 
that at least 80 percent of published 
research papers are within the 50-
page limit. It has updated both the 
Publishing Policy, adding new rules 
on the procedure for editing, and the 
Writers’ Guide. The Unit continued to 
improve its Khmer and English editing 

and translation services and to work for a more 
consistent design across layouts for different media/
platforms. Towards improving the dissemination of 
research outputs to end users, it has reviewed and 
completely updated the distribution list, and organised 
the display and distribution of CDRI publications at 
various national conferences and workshops.

Disseminating Research Results
The dissemination of research results via the 
Internet was aided by the continuous updating of 
the online address book to circulate notices about 
research updates and new CDRI publications to 
target audiences. The electronic delivery system has 
enabled a fast, efficient and up-to-date information 
transfer from CDRI to wider local, regional and 
international audiences: in 2013, visitors to the 
website averaged 17,000 per month. Redesign and 
enhancement of the website is already underway to 

CDRI staff providing orientation to visiting university students on the services and resources available at CDRI’s library, March 2013

Display and dissemination of CDRI’s publications at the DRF Symposium, Phnom Penh, 
October 2013
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promote an interactive platform that both connects 
users and allows them to respond and contribute 
information. 

Publications in 2013/14

Research Papers

Governance of Irrigation Water in Cambodia 
(Khmer version)

Impact of the Global Financial Crisis on the 
Cambodian Economy

Government Response to Inflation Crisis and Global 
Financial Crisis

Impact of the Global Financial Crisis on Employment 
in SMEs in Cambodia

Impact of the Global Financial Crisis on Poverty
Impact of the Global Financial Crisis on the Rural 

Labour Market
Household Vulnerability to Global Financial Crisis 

and Their Risk Coping Strategies
Role of Income Diversification during the Global 

Financial Crisis
Role of Rural Credit during the Global Financial 

Crisis 
Binding Constraints on Economic Growth in 

Cambodia: A Growth Diagnostic Approach 
Leveraging Trade for Economic Growth in Cambodia
Climate Change Adaptation and Livelihoods in 

Inclusive Growth
Agricultural Development and Climate Change 

(Khmer version)

Levels and Sources of Household Income in Rural 
Cambodia 

Sub-national Civil Society in Cambodia: A Gramscian 
Perspective

20 Years’ Strengthening of Cambodian Civil Society: 
Time for Reflection

Foreign Investment in Agriculture in Cambodia 
(Khmer version)

Anatomy of Higher Education Governance in 
Cambodia

Role of TVET and Higher Education in Economic 
Development in Cambodia (Khmer and English 
version)

Research Project Development and Management – A 
Handbook

Regular Publications:

Annual Development Review 2013-14, in English 
with a summary in Khmer

Cambodia’s Development Dynamics: Past 
Performance and Emerging Priorities

Cambodia Development Review, a quarterly 
publication in English and Khmer

Flash Report on the Cambodian Economy, a monthly 
publication in English and Khmer

Policy Briefs and Outlook Briefs in English and 
Khmer

Media coverage of CDRI’s research results, October 2013 
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CDRI Director of Research, Dr Srinivasa Madhur, and the research management team present an overview of the status of research projects and programmes  
at the 2013 staff retreat, Sihanoukville, December 2013
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Governance

Year 2013 represents the third year, and mid-point, 
of CDRI’s 2011-15 Strategic Plan. Research and 
operational tasks and resource mobilisation activities 
have been implemented in accordance with the Plan, 
achieving major strategic priorities including the 
Midterm Review of Sida support, and the annual staff 
retreat to review achievements and set priorities for 
2014.

In February 2014,  as required under the Partnership 
Agreement for Sida’s five-year support, Sida 
independent consultants visited CDRI to review CDRI’s 
performance against the CDRI-Sida Partnership 
Document July 2011–June 2016 and CDRI Strategic 
Plan 2011-16. The systematic review concluded with 
considerations and recommendations for advancing 
implementation of the remaining steps of the 
Agreement and the Strategic Plan, including on ways 
to improve research quality and increase the policy 
influence of CDRI’s work with emphasis on the need 
to communicate research evidence for sustained 
policy engagement. 

Administrative and logistics support services to 
CDRI’s activities and facilities included 17 major 

national and international conferences and workshops, 
the annual staff retreat, 20 training courses, 45 travel 
arrangements for attending international conferences/
symposiums/workshops, and 95 field trips. The annual 
work plan and budget for 2014 including revisions 
was prepared, and a summary report was submitted 
to the Board and endorsed at the full Board of 
Directors meeting.  

A Human Resources Database has been developed 
to streamline the recruitment, management and 
planning of human resources.  Effective human 
resources management, complemented by the new 
Staff Satisfaction Policy, has improved staff retention, 
producing a more stable, qualified and fully engaged 
research team and support staff.  Five vacancies 
created by staff gaining a scholarship to pursue 
postgraduate study abroad were filled successfully, and 
13 volunteers and consultants/trainers with specific 
technical knowledge were employed on short-term 
contracts. A review of the performance management 
process led to the updating and redesigning of the 
staff performance appraisal system in a format that is 
user-friendly and conducive to implementation.  
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Academy of Social Sciences, and the Thai Ambassador. 
The Unit also successfully facilitated the annual 2013 
Cambodia Outlook Conference and its debrief, and 
coordinated Board meetings including the induction 
of new Board members, the CDRI 2011-15 Strategic 
Plan Midterm review and the CDRI-Sida Annual and 
Midterm reviews, reporting follow-up actions arising 
from discussion. It has supported implementation of 
CDRI’s Resource Mobilisation Policy, identifying and 
following up potential partnership opportunities.

CDRI recorded a healthy operating surplus in 2013, 
with revenue of USD2.9 million and expenditure of 
USD2.3 million. Finance management continued to 

CDRI supports operations and research staff 
wishing to attain vocational, professional and higher 
education qualifications. In 2013, four staff members 
left to take up postgraduate study at international 
universities, two to undertake doctorate research 
and two to engage in master’s programmes, and 
three staff members returned from study leave, two 
having graduated with a doctorate degree and one 
with a master’s degree.  At present, 21 staff members 
are engaged in postgraduate study (9 at Cambodian 
universities and 12 abroad).

The Information Technology team provided technical 
expertise and equipment required for electronic data 
collection and data entry to support 44 fieldwork 
activities. They also facilitated 18 software application 
and pre-fieldwork training courses and fieldwork tests, 
14 major events including the Outlook Conference 
and the DRF Symposium. Routine computer hardware 
maintenance entailed the purchase and installation of 
four new computers, upgrading 25 desktop computers, 
and reformatting and re-installing all programs in 36 
others.

External Relations has been instrumental in developing 
further CDRI’s relationships and networks with key 
local and international development partners through 
organising official events and functions, as well as hosting 
official delegations visiting CDRI such as the USAID 
Cambodia Mission Director, World Bank delegation 
from Vietnam and Philippines, Parliamentary Institute 
of Cambodia (PIC), delegations from the Chinese 

G
overnance

Researchers at a training workshop on computable general equilibrium modeling and its use in economic analysis, January 2014

The IT unit is responsible for keeping a network of 112 computers and other 
electronic equipment in good working order, CDRI, January 2014
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promote and maintain standards of accountability, 
transparency and fiscal discipline, to support 
programme management and administration 
of budgets, and to advise programme staff on  
various partner reporting/monitoring and evaluation 
requirements.

CDRI Board of Directors 2013-14

H.E. Dr Chea Chanto
 Honorary Chair  

Governor of the National Bank of Cambodia 
Phnom Penh 

H.E. Dr Sok Siphana 

Training hired enumerators on administering the questionnaire for the Verification of Sanitation Outcomes project.
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Chair of CDRI Board of Directors
 Principal, Sok Siphana & Associates 
 Advisor to the Royal Government of Cambodia
 Phnom Penh

Ambassador Dr Börje Ljunggren 
 Stockholm, Sweden

Professor Zhang Yuyan*
 Director 
 Institute of World Economics and Politics 
 Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS)
 Beijing, China
H.E. Ms Neav Chanthana  
 Deputy Governor 
 National Bank of Cambodia
 Phnom Penh

A CDRI researcher attending a training course on Health Economics in International Development at  
Queen Margaret University, UK,  August 2013
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H.E. Dr Sok Siphana,  Chair of CDRI Board of Directors, and Mr Grant Knuckey,  ANZ Royal CEO, giving a pre-interview  
on the 2013 Outlook Conference to a television reporter, Phnom Penh, February 2013

G
overnance

Dr Huot Pum  
 Economist
 ASEAN+3 Macroeconomic Research Office 

(AMRO) 
 Singapore

H.E. Dr Tia Phalla    
 Vice Chair    
 National AIDS Authority
 Phnom Penh

Dato’ Dr Mahani Zainal Abidin*
 Chief Executive, Institute of Strategic and 

International Studies
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Dr Rethy Chhem** 
Director, Division of Human Health
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
Vienna , Austria

Ms Sandra D’Amico**
Managing Director, HR Inc. (Cambodia) 
Vice-President, CAMFEBA
Phnom Penh

Dr Suthad Setboonsarng** 
President, NawaChiOne Foundation, Bangkok
Advisor, National ASEAN Summit Committee 
2013, Brunei Darussalam
Former Senior Thai/ASEAN Trade/Economic 
Official

 Nonthaburi, Thailand

Ms Eva Mysliwiec** 
Chair, Board of Directors
Youth Star Cambodia
(based in Bamako, Mali)

Mr Larry Strange
 Executive Director 

Cambodia Development Resource Institute 
(CDRI) 
Phnom Penh

Dr Tong Kimsun 
Staff Representative
Programme Coordinator, Research Fellow
Economy, Trade and Regional Cooperation 

Programme
Cambodia Development Resource Institute 

(CDRI)
Phnom Penh

Note:
*   Professor Zhang Yuyan retired from the Board 

in August 2013; Dato’ Dr Mahani Zainal Abidin 
passed away in June 2013. CDRI expresses its 
gratitude for their dedicated service.

** Dr Rethy Chhem, Ms Sandra D’Amico,  
Ms Eva Mysliwiec and Dr Suthad Setboonsarng 
are newly appointed Board Directors from 
February 2014.
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CDRI STAFF LIST 

Senior Management

Mr Larry Strange Executive Director
Dr Srinivasa Madhur Director of Research
Mr Ung Sirn Lee Director of Operations

Democratic Governance and Public Sector 
Reform

Mr Chheat Sreang Research Associate/
Programme Coordinator

Mr Ou Sivhouch Research Associate*
Ms Eng Netra Research Fellow*
Mr Ann Sovatha Research Associate*
Mr Heng Seiha Research Associate
Dr Kim Sean Somatra Research Fellow
Mr Vong Mun Research Associate
Mr Sen Vicheth Research Associate*
Ms Ly Tem Research Assistant*
Ms Chhoun Nareth Programme Assistant
Ms Hort Navy Research Assistant

Economy, Trade and Regional Cooperation

Dr Tong Kimsun Senior Research Fellow/
Programme Coordinator

Mr Hing Vutha Research Fellow
Mr Saing Chan Hang Research Associate*
Mr Lun Pide Research Associate
Mr Khieng Sothy Research Associate*
Mr Roth Vathana Research Associate 
Ms Phann Dalis Research Associate
Ms Ouch Chandarany Research Associate*
Ms Pon Dorina Fieldwork Coordinator
Ms Ourn Vimoil Programme Assistant* 
Ms Phay Sokcheng Research Assistant 
Ms Sry Bopharath Research Assistant*

Natural Resources and the Environment 

Dr Chem Phalla Senior Research Fellow/
Programme Coordinator

Mr Kim Sour Research Associate
Mr Nang Phirun Research Associate
Mr Ouch Chhoung Research Assistant
Mr Lonn Pichdara Research Assistant
Ms Sam Sreymom Research Assistant

Poverty, Agriculture and Rural Development

Dr Theng Vuthy Research Fellow/
Programme Coordinator

Mr Kem Sothorn Research Associate*
Mr Keo Socheat Research Associate*

Ms Sum Sreymom Research Associate
Mr Chhim Chhun Research Associate 
Ms Khiev Phirom Research Associate
Mr Buth Bora Research Associate
Mr Sim Sokcheng Research Associate
Ms Phon Dary Research Assistant*
Mr Srey Vireak Research Assistant

Social Development

Mr Nou Keosothea Senior Research Fellow/
Programme Coordinator 

Mr So Sovannarith Senior Research Fellow
Ms Ros Bandeth Research Fellow
Ms Vong Sreytouch Research Fellow
Ms Heng Molyaneth Research Fellow
Ms So Phina Research Associate
Ms Heng Tearaphumry Programme Assistant
Ms Eng Socheat Research Assistant

Research Advisor

Dr Rebecca F. Catalla Research Advisor

External Relations

Ms Moudda Billmeier External Relations Manager
Ms Run Savinn Assistant to Executive 

Director

Development Knowledge Management

Mr Em Sorany Development Knowledge 
Manager

Ms Sorn Maden Development Knowledge 
Officer

Publications

Mr You Sethirith Acting Publishing Manager
Mr Oum Chantha Productions Officer
Mr Kheng Seng Translator
Ms Men Chanthida Publishing Assistant

Ambassador Dr Börje Ljunggren, a CDRI Board member, presenting the CDRI Award for Outstanding Research Achievement 2012 to 
researchers from the Poverty, Agricultural and Rural Development Programme, February 2013
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Ms Non Sokchamroeun Translation Assistant
Ms Susan Watkins English Language Editor

Information Technology

Mr Leng Vanna Information Technology 
Manager

Mr Van Narith Sambath Electronic Hardware 
Specialist

Library

Mr He Hin Library Manager
Ms Hav Gech Hong Library Assistant

Finance

Ms Thong Beauphara Finance Manager
Mr Srey Sovannarith Senior Accountant 
Ms Bean Borina Finance Assistant

Human Resources, Administration and 
Support Services

Ms Oeung Bon Thyda Human Resources/
Administration Manager

Mr Sen Sina Senior Administrator 
Mr Nong Monin Administrative Officer*
Ms Chea Sothy Administrative Assistant
Ms Buth Sinat Receptionist

Mr Lim Ratana Driver
Mr Kheav Sophep Driver
Mr Simen Sunday Driver
Mr Kouk Sara Courier/Messenger
Mr Kie Kim Por Handyman
Ms Mok Savry Kitchen Aide
Ms Chea Sokha Cleaner
Ms Ou Seng Houy Cleaner
Ms Nou Sim Cleaner
Mr Nou Navandy Gardener
Mr Pren Ravy Garden helper     

Consultants, Interns and Volunteers

Dr Jan Taylor Research Consultant
Mr Ker Bopha Data Analyst
Mr Benjamin Cyrus 

Roger Flower
Research Intern

Mr Sovan Monyrath Publishing Volunteer
Ms Khiev Kanika Publishing Volunteer
Ms Soun Sokneat Volunteer 
Mr Sao Lay Hour Volunteer 
Mr Born Doeu Volunteer 
Ms Dy Chan Vanny Volunteer 
Ms Mom Kunthav Volunteer 
Mr Mak Vichetsackda Volunteer 
Mr Vat Visal Volunteer

* On leave for postgraduate study

Staff celebrating at the end of year party at the staff retreat, Sihanoukville, December 2013
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CDRI – Cambodia’s leading independent
development policy research institute
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